Monday 2 December 2019
10am-12.30pm
Years 8&9
The Bacon Theatre
Dean Close School, Cheltenham

The Gloucestershire Schools’
Christmas Lectures

A spectacular learning experience for KS3
Treat your pupils to a FREE, one-off
STEM extravaganza with Antonia
Forster and Simon Watt.
The Gloucestershire Schools’ Christmas
Lectures are spectacular STEM shows
for years 8&9 which bring the best
of Cheltenham Science Festival to
The Bacon Theatre to inspire and
engage inquisitive young minds. As
well as enjoying interactive lectures
covering some of the latest scientific
themes, pupils will learn more about
the benefits of studying science,
technology, engineering and maths at
GCSE and beyond.

“Excellent enthusiasm, brilliant content”
Teacher feedback from 2018

Tickets are free* & booking is now open! Go to
cheltenhamfestivals.com/gloslectures to book.
For more information, contact the Education
Team on education@cheltenhamfestivals.com
or call 01242 537268/537250.
*Please note that tickets are only available through the Education Team in
advance of the event, and are not available on the day. Free activities are
subject to a £25 admin charge and a cancellation policy (see our website for
details).

Antonia Forster
Secret Stars
Of The Space Race

Simon Watt
Cracking The Code: The
Genetics Of Superheroes

Fifty years ago, humans stepped
foot on the Moon for the first time.
Neil Armstrong took one small step,
but this giant leap wouldn’t have
happened without the efforts of
hundreds of thousands of scientists,
engineers and mathematicians.
Discover the ‘Hidden Figures’ of the
space program - from programmers
to human computers - and be
prepared to try some rocket science
for yourself!

The comic books are filled with
mutants; heroes and villains
whose special abilities come from
their genetic make-up. But what
are real mutants like? And could
we one day use genetics to make
us superhuman? Explore DNA,
mutations, gene therapy and more
with biologist Simon Watt, and
uncover your own superhero genes.

Antonia Forster is a Virtual Reality
Developer and worked at the UK’s
first 3D planetarium, coding virtual
space flights. She has been named
as one of Bristol’s top ‘Women To
Watch’ in STEM, was shortlisted
for Nature’s John Maddox Prize in
recognition for work as an LGBTQ+
speaker and activist in science,
performed at TEDxBristol, and is a
regular speaker at science festivals
and museums across the country.
@AntoniaRForster

Simon Watt is a biologist, writer,
science communicator and
comedian, and is perhaps best known
as a presenter on the BAFTA winning
documentary series Inside Nature’s
Giants. He performs at schools and
science festivals throughout the UK
and internationally, championing
conservation with the Ugly Animal
Preservation Society. He is a regular
contributor to TV, radio and national
newspapers, and author of The Ugly
Animals: We Can’t All be Pandas.
@SimonDWatt
readysteadyscience.com
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